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Editor’s
desk
In this issue, we visit the British
Columbia Aviation Museum, telling you a little about the museum
and showing you photos of aircraft
they’ve restored. But this is only a
taste. For the full experience, we
encourage you to follow up with a
visit to the museum itself.
Many locals have noticed the construction along Mills Road. Three
Vancouver Island businesses are
locating here as tenants of the airport. To find out what this project
means to the community, read about
the new Mills Road Business Park in
this issue.
Did you ever find yourself in a
strange airport looking for information or a kind smile? Air travellers arriving at YYJ can find the
help they need at the Red Coat
Volunteers information desk in the
main terminal. Read Angels in Red
Blazers to learn more.
On June 12, 2008, 55 Tseycum
ancestors came home to North
Saanich. In this issue we bring you
the story of their return, after an
exile of more than 100 years. Story
and photos in Tseycum Ancestors
Return.

Phil Jensen,
editor
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Airport
News
Briefs
New Fire hall
After much deliberation, the
Victoria Airport Authority
Board has decided to proceed with construction of a
joint use Airport Fire Hall and
Maintenance Building at a
cost of $9.4 million. Richard
Paquette, VAA President and
CEO, says the VAA decided
to go ahead with the project
despite the current downturn
in global markets. “The timing of the work is opportune
for the construction industry in
Victoria,” he says. “That has
translated into competitive tender results and good value for
the VAA.”
The new facility is the latest
in $60 million plus worth of
improvements at the airport
since 1997, and will replace
several pre WWII era buildings currently in use. The new
fire hall will house three crash
trucks and ten fire fighters. The
maintenance side of the building will provide space for maintenance staff, snow plows and
other maintenance equipment.
The 2252 square meter
building was designed by
Chang Holovsky Architects,
led by Ladi Holovsky. Darcy
Kray, President of Durwest
Construction Management,
has been contracted to oversee the construction. Scott
Cunningham is the VAA Project

Manager.The innovative facility will allow the Airport Fire
Service and Airport Operations
staff to work from a common
location, sharing resources
and improving efficiency. It
will provide a safe, secure and
effective base of operations,
even in the event of a major
earthquake.

Runway Extension
The VAA Master Plan identifies
a need to expand the runway
09/27 from 7000 feet to 8400
feet. This will permit wide body
aircraft to take off and land
here, making non-stop flights
between Victoria and Europe
possible. During the next several months, airport personnel
will be researching infrastructure and engineering requirements for the extension, as well
at the environmental impact of
this project.
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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The main runway (09/27) could be extended sufficiently to
accommodate new wide body aircraft.
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Making New
Connections
New air services
announced in the summer issue are proving
popular with the public.
The United Airline’s
San Francisco flight has
done very well during the
initial months of operation. Daily direct service
continues seven days
a week, with afternoon
departure and arrival
times. The destination
is so popular United
Airlines stated they will
be increasing the number of flights to twice
daily non-stop effective
Spring 2009. This service attracts traffic originating
from both Victoria and San
Francisco.
The WestJet Las Vegas flight is
continuing three times weekly.
It attracts holiday traffic out
of Victoria, with not much
originating from Las Vegas. It is
classed as a seasonal flight, but
there is no published end date
at this time.
Winter charter operations will
include three or four flights
weekly to holiday destinations
in Mexico. The time period for

these flights is normally mid
December to mid March.

Parking
Parking space continues to be
in demand, particularly during busy seasons. In 2009,
the VAA will develop a design
for realignment of Willingdon
access road to accommodate
additional surface parking, and
determine the future location
of an expandable parking structure. The short term parking
4

rate has been decreased from
two dollars to one dollar for two
hour parking. And the loonie
will be reimbursed to those who
spend $10 at any airport food
outlet. The daily rates have
increased to $15 a day for the
first five days and seven dollars
a day thereafter. These changes
in rate structure will help to
manage daily parking demand,
and recover some of the costs
of capital improvements to the
airport.
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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Sidney Fine Art Show

Bicycle Path

The Victoria Airport
Authority was a sponsor of
the 2008 Sidney Fine Art
Show, held October 1719 at the Mary Winspear
Centre. The photo shows
Richard Paquette, VAA
President and CEO, presenting artist Dale Dziwenka
with an award for the Best
Three Dimensional Work in
the show. A record 1,242
entries from more than 500
artists were entered for
adjudication. Attendance
was up by 15 percent, and
sales increased by almost
25 percent.

A new bike and walking
path will be completed
simultaneously with the new
Mills Road business park on
the north side of the airport.
Provided by the Victoria
Airport Authority, the path
is intended as an indication
of the VAA’s commitment
to smart development and
a gesture of good will to
the community. It will connect West Saanich Road to
McDonald Park Road and on
to Henry Road.
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Peninsula cyclists out
enjoying a leisurely ride at
Airport woods.

Richard Paquette, VAA President and CEO (right), presenting artist Dale
Dziwenka with an award for the Best Three Dimensional Work in the Sidney
Fine Art Show.
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This Avro Anson was one of the first major restoration projects undertaken by museum volunteers.

A game of patience
The BC Aviation
Museum has become
overcrowded
So much has been crammed
into so little space, that museum visitors can find it difficult
to approach individual displays,
or see them from more than
one viewpoint. It’s the price of
success for a non profit organization, dependant on guest
admissions and museum memberships for general operating
revenue. The museum staff,
every single one of them a vol6

unteer, are working to remedy
the situation. A new hangar,
a few steps airside of the old
one, is almost ready for occupancy. It’s a familiar story. The
expansion will be completed
once additional funding is
found. Until then, it’s a matter
of making do and exercising
patience.
The museum opened with a
single hangar in 1992. A second hangar, used as an area
for restoring aircraft, opened in
2000.
CONTINUED ON PAGE
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The Vickers-Armstrong Viscount 757 is a recent acquisition. Restoration is in the early stages.

FROM PAGE 6

ne of the volunteers, Vern Turley, has
been active throughout most of that
period and is still involved. He arrived in
1993 and joined the group of volunteers, who
were restoring an Avro Anson, which had been
obtained from the Canadian Legion in Fort St.
John, BC. A retired chartered accountant, Vern
flew the Ansons during WWII. They were used as
a training aircraft at the time, and two Ansons
were stationed at Patricia Bay. Vern is presently
restoring a diminutive Lincoln Sport, a homebuilt
aircraft popular during the twenties and thirties.

O

The museum depends on donated aircraft for
its displays. A Vickers-Armstrong Viscount 757,
presently in the early stages of restoration, is
parked airside of the new hangar. This aircraft
was part of the Trans Canada Airlines fleet
from 1957 to 1974. It found a new home with

Harrison Airways of Vancouver in 1977, remaining there until 1980. It was used as a maintenance training aircraft by Pacific Vocational
Institute for several years, before being replaced
with a more up-to-date aircraft. In 2005,
the museum purchased her for one dollar.
Restoration began in 2007, much of the work
contributed by Air Canada air crews.
An exact replica of the Gibson Twin Plane hangs
from the ceiling in the main hangar. William
Gibson’s flying machine, powered by an engine
of his own design, originally flew in Victoria on
September 8, 1910.The original engine from the
original Twin Plane forms part of the National
Aeronautical collection in Ottawa. His story is
well worth the effort of researching for anyone
interested in the early years of flight.

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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The Gibson Twin Plane, created by Canadian William Gibson, first flew in Victoria on September 8, 1910.
FROM PAGE 7

unning an organization
like the BC Aviation
Museum is challenging.
Henry Minto, a board member and the man in charge of
media relations and special
events, talks about some of
their plans. “When I came to
the museum, the emphasis
was really on war,” he says. “In
order to keep people interested,
we are getting into civil aviation. We are in the process of
making a wall of the history of
aviation in BC and the North.
William Gibson is going to get a
more prominent play. And Trans
Canada Airlines. A lot of money
has been given by Air Canada
crews to restore the Viscount.”

R

A Noorduyn Norseman, in flying condition, is the most
complete restoration in the
museum. The Norseman was
8

located at Bronson Creek, BC,
where it had been written off
by insurers after a crash. The
museum purchased it for scrap
value, and volunteers spent 12
years restoring it, with partial
assistance from government
funding.
“We’re working on three planes
now,” Henry says. “We decided
to build a new hangar, but it’s
just a shell now. We collected
around $400,000, and went
ahead at the beginning of this
year.” Henry says they need
another $250,000 to finish
the hangar. “Until we get some
money somewhere, we can’t
move into it. We have to install
a sprinkler and alarm system,
before we can use it.”
Overall Henry Minto is optimistic about the future of the BC

Henry Minto

Aviation Museum. “It is a good
museum for the resources we
have. The appeal is for financial help. Everybody is very
optimistic. One has to be optimistic that things will be okay.
It’s the old patience game.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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FROM PAGE 8

into’s patience is
already paying off.
Shortly before going to
press, we learned that the VAA
has made a $5000 contribution
towards the expansion project.
An airport contact said the contribution was an expression of
appreciation for what museum
volunteers are contributing to
the community.

M

BCAM is located at 1910
Norseman Road on the east
side of the airport. You can find
out more about the museum by
accessing their website www.
bcam.net

Noorduyn Norseman
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United Way
Helicopter
Challenge
On November 22, the Victoria Airport Authority
and 443 Maritime Helicopter Squadron joined
forces to host Victoria’s first Chopper Challenge.
Airport tenants, members of the Greater Victoria
Defence Team and United Way representatives
were all invited to raise funds for United Way
by pulling a CH-124 Sea King helicopter 75
feet across the tarmac.
Dr. Rebecca Grant, Chair of the 2008 United
Way Campaign for Greater Victoria, and Melinda
Orlowski, Victoria Airport Authority United Way
Coordinator, opened the event with a brief presentation about the United Way program.

There’s got to be an easier way to earn a living.

Five teams competed in the Chopper Challenge:
• Victoria Airport Authority
• United We Pull – United Way
• NCM – 443 Maritime Helicopter Squadron
• Victoria Flying Club
• OJT – 443 Maritime Helicopter Squadron
The Victoria Flying Club came in first with a
winning time of 13 seconds. Second place went
to the NCM, and OJT came in third. The twohour event raised $1,406.70 for programs supported by United Way.
The organizers of the event, Melinda Orlowski,
M.Cpl. Andrew Taylor and 2nd Lt. Ian Malcolm
wish to thank the following sponsors:
• Sidney Pier Hotel & Spa
• Thrifty Foods (Sidney)
• Island Blue Print Co. Ltd.
• Serious Coffee (Sidney)
• Prairie Inn Harriers
• Victoria Airport Authority
• 443 Maritime Helicopter Squadron
• United Way of Greater Victoria
VAA employees prepare to pull a Sea King Helicopter
in the Nov. 22 Chopper Challenge. Team members (in
random order) include Paul Ouellette, Lori Cunningham,
Scott Cunningham, Jack Willms, Brad Chouinard, Jay
Krieger, Margi Tetreau, Shelly Michno, Leanne Shapka,
and Ben Hughes.
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Viking Air Brings
Back Twin Otter
The Viking Air prototype Series
400 Twin Otter made her first
flight on September 26, 2008.
Lauded as the best selling 19
passenger aircraft of all time,
more than 600 DeHavilland
Twin Otters remain in active
service around the world. First
deliveries of the new Series
400, which will replace the
old Series 300, are expected
to commence in the summer
of 2009. The new aircraft is
already sold out through 2011.
Famed for its STOL ability, and
prototype took off from less
than 1000 feet of runway on
its initial flight. It is powered
by two new Pratt & Whitney
Canada PT6A-34 engines, and
outfitted with amphibious floats
and modernized avionics.
The DeHavilland company
arrived in this country from
England in 1928, their first
task to build Moth aircraft for

Viking Air files

training Canadian Airmen. After
the war, DeHavilland aircraft
became popular with commercial operators, and have
been used extensively ever
since. Viking Air acquired the
rights to a number of out-ofproduction DeHavilland aircraft

in 2005. The aircraft group
included a wide spectrum of
highly respected names in aviation, including the Beaver, the
Single Otter, the Twin Otter, the
Buffalo, the Caribou and the
Dash 7. These names represent
a fleet of 1,450 DeHavilland
aircraft flying commercially
around the world. Engineering
support and parts are available
from Viking Air, the only manufacturer of aircraft in western
Canada.

Viking Air files
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Tseycum
Ancestors
Return
The sky was clear, promising a day
of sunshine on that early morning in
June, 2008. A small crowd of people
from the Tseycum Nation, dressed
in traditional costume, were gathered outside the terminal building
at the Victoria International Airport.
Conversations were muted and
respectful, for this day the ancestors
were returning - after an absence of
more than 100 years.

12
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Members of the Tseycum watch as the precious cargo comes off of the aircraft.

T

here was a time when scientists and
collectors around the world considered
ancient human bones to be fair game
for their collections. Between 1854
and 1902, scientific expeditions prowled the
North West Coast, collecting artifacts and skeletal remains from First Nations villages and burial
sites. Most of the material collected was sold to
museums in the USA.

with the museum in Chicago are ongoing.
That early morning in June, a hush fell over the
already quiet crowd. The ancestors had arrived.
On the plane with them were Chief Vern Jacks,
Cora Jacks, and others from the little community in North Saanich. Under their direction,
the boxes were loaded onto carts and escorted
through the terminal building, accompanied by
music and chanting. The ancestors were home.

During a long period researching this era, Cora
Jacks, wife of Tseycum Chief Vern Jacks, determined that the remains of 55 Tseycum ancestors
were still located at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York. Another 79 Coast
Salish remains were located at museums in
Chicago. Officials of the American Museum of
Natural History supported the Tseycum Nation's
desire to repatriate their ancestors. Negotiations

55 Tseycum ancestors remains were returned
to North Saanich on June 12, 2008, aboard
Pacific Coastal flight 101. Present day population of the Tseycum Nation is less than 150. A
little more than half of these live on a 70-acre
reserve in North Saanich. Archaeologist Harlan
Ingersoll Smith did much of the collecting for
museums in the United States in the latter half
of the 19th century. Cora Jacks fell ill soon after
returning to Vancouver Island with the ancestral
remains from New York. She passed away quietly
on September 9, at her home on the Tseycum
reserve.
Chief Vern Jacks (center) with his hand on the cart.
13
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Mills Road Business Park:
bringing prosperity to the community
Air travel is an airport’s primary reason for being. But
there is more to an airport than
maintaining runways and keeping planes flying. “One of our
goals is to act as an engine of
economic development for the
community,” says Terry Stewart,
VAA’s Director of Airside
Operations and Development.
“That was an initial goal when
Transport Canada transferred
the airport to the
community in the
early 1990s. We
have been very
successful at
meeting that goal.
Our land development program is
bringing new and
well paid jobs to
the region.”

A berm and bike path along Mills
Road are a part of the project.
14

The new Mills
Road Business
Park is a prime
example of
responsible
planning and
development.
Seven-and-a-half
acres of the nine
acre development
have already been
leased out. Slegg
Construction
Materials are
building a wall
panel and truss
production
plant. And two
freight forwarding operations,
Central Island
Distributing and
Pacific Express
Ltd., are con-

The Mills Road site is a hive of activity.

structing distribution centres.
VAA installed the initial infrastructure, including roads,
water, and sewer, according to
strict environmental guidelines.
For example, they are firmly
committed to a policy of nonet-increase in storm water runoff. This policy requires that
all tenants hold storm water on
their properties and manage
the flow, much like the very
successful rain garden system
utilized in the terminal building
parking lot.
Smart development demands
more than the bare essentials
in the 21st century. The new
business park will include a
landscaped tree-lined berm
along Mills Road. In a good
will gesture to the community, VAA has also contributed
a bicycle and walking path,
linking West Saanich Road to
McDonald Park Road, and on
to Henry Road. “It’s a campus
type development,” Stewart

explains. “Rather than a flashy
business park look, we wanted
to sustain the rural feeling of
driving down a country road
with treed land on one side and
small farms on the other.”
The VAA is a not-for-profit corporation, responsible to the
community, and the bottom
line has always been about a
balance between good service
and fiscal responsibility. “Over
the last seven or eight years,
we have been increasing the
focus on developing VAA land
for the economic benefits to
the community. This is particularly important in the economic
times that affect air travel.”
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Angels in Red Blazers
Those people in red blazers could be sitting at home
with their feet up, but they’d
sooner be at the airport. They
go there to assist travellers,
strangers they will probably never see again. If this
makes them sound a little like
angels, maybe they are. One
of those angels is Margarete
Rothlisberger, a four year member of the Red Coat Volunteers.
Margarete recently added the
responsibility of Coordinator to
her commitments. The leadership role passed to her from
Jacqueline de Muinck, who is
still active in the organization
after 16 years. Margarete says,
“The Coordinator job is more
work, because you also do your
regular shift. But I love to be
with people. I love people.”

Red Coat Volunteers are able
to provide the kind of information travellers need, information
about scheduled flights, local
accommodations, ground transportation and local attractions.
Red Coats come from all
backgrounds, but with her 35
years as an Air Canada Flight
Attendant, Margarete seems
particularly well qualified. “At
the end of my career, I was
doing long flights … the Asian
flights: China, Hong Kong,
Japan. Delhi, Bombay. I love
travelling and meeting people.”
Versions of the Victoria Airport
Red Coat Volunteers exist
at airports throughout North
America. The local group has
been active since 1990.

Margarete Rothlisberger, Red Coat Volunteer Coordinator,
comes to the job after a 35 year career as an Air Canada
Flight Attendant.

Currently, there are 26 Red
Coat Volunteers, and more waiting in the wings. Margarete
explains the wait list for these
volunteer positions. “The job is
pleasant. People love it, so they
stay … 10 years, 15 years.”
The ages range approximately
between 65 and 85 years.
Volunteers must commit to one
three hour shift every week,
and are expected to attend a
debriefing meeting with airport
administration every second
month.”
Not everybody is suited for
the job. The work is all about
helping people find their way
around the airport and the
region, so you must like people
for starters. You must also be
a good communicator. After
undergoing their initial training,

Jacqueline de Muinck served as Red Coat Coordinator for 15
years.
15
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A nose on shot of the Victoria Aviation Museum’s
Viscount 757. See 16
story, page 6.
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